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Chapter I - Introduction

I. Introduction
Background
Telegraph Avenue is a major East Bay thoroughfare, linking
Downtown Oakland to North Oakland neighborhoods, Berkeley,
and the University of California. Because it is an important
intercity transportation route, different public agencies have
sought to influence the design and function of the street. In the
years since World War II, Telegraph Avenue and its major cross
streets have been widened incrementally to accommodate the
growth in automobile use. Most recently, Telegraph was selected
as the preferred route for AC Transit’s Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)
lines serving the San Leandro/Oakland/Berkeley corridor. Telegraph Avenue is a designated regional bicycle route, and is identified as a cross-county bicycle corridor in the Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) Regional Bicycle Plan.
Telegraph Avenue is not just a thoroughfare for vehicles, however.
It is a pedestrian and commercial corridor that includes the hub of
the Temescal neighborhood and the fast-growing Koreatown
district. Ongoing, mixed-use infill development is creating a
residential community focused on Telegraph Avenue as well.
Recent development includes the Old Sears Lofts, Telegraph
Gateway, and Temescal Place projects, and the proposed
MacArthur BART Transit Village project.
Telegraph Avenue is the focus of a number of planning and community development efforts. In addition to the BRT and
MacArthur Transit Village projects, these include programs associated with two City of Oakland redevelopment project areas – the
“Central District,” extending from Downtown north along Telegraph Avenue to 27th Street, and “Broadway/MacArthur/San
Pablo,” extending from 27th Street to 42nd Street. In early 2005,
local merchants and property owners formed the Temescal Business Improvement District. Recent planning studies that address
corridor conditions include the Telegraph-Northgate Plan and the
Downtown Streetscape Improvement Plan.

The Pedestrian environment on Telegraph ranges from
“utilitarian” (just north of Grand Avenue, top) to a multiuse public space (Temescal District, below).
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For the most part, however, these various efforts have occurred as
separate initiatives with limited coordination between them. Yet,
to ensure that objectives for transportation and district revitalization are both addressed, competing demands for Telegraph
Avenue’s limited right-of-way require close coordination, ideally
as part of an overall corridor vision.
The Telegraph Avenue Pedestrian Streetscape Improvement
Project was funded jointly by the Central District and Broadway/
MacArthur/San Pablo redevelopment project areas. The project
reflects the importance of pedestrian circulation to Telegraph
Avenue’s evolution as a denser, more transit-oriented corridor. The
project incorporates and augments the plans and capital improvement programs noted above, and implements many of the policies
and specific design recommendations of the City of Oakland
Pedestrian Master Plan (2002), a component of the City’s General
Plan Land Use and Transportation Element.
The Telegraph Avenue Pedestrian Streetscape Improvement
Project addresses a two-mile segment of Telegraph Avenue, from
20th Street on the south to the SR 24/55th Street on the north. The
scope of improvements recommended for such a large area are
extensive, the associated costs are significant, and recommended
improvements are not anticipated to be implemented at one time
as part of a single project. Though specific, near and medium term
improvements are identified, the Pedestrian Streetscape Project
functions primarily as a guide to an ongoing process of streetscape
improvement that will extend over a number of years, reflecting
funding capabilities and local community priorities. As capital
improvements based on the Pedestrian Streetscape Project are
pursued, design and engineering elements are likely to be refined.

Streetscape Project Objectives
The Pedestrian Streetscape Project outlines a strategy for capital
improvements that encourage pedestrian activity throughout the
corridor. There are three basic objectives, with related improvements
that reflect different capital facilities and types of pedestrian
streetscape use.

Fianl Plan - July 2005

Pedestrians steer clear of the street edge where there are no curbside trees,
furnishings, or parking stalls to buffer roadway traffic (top). Though
unattractive as clutter, parking meters and newsracks define a pedestrian space
(middle). Street trees define a consistent sidewalk space (below).
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1. Upgrade Safety & Image - Related improvement efforts address
basic streetscape facilities and maintenance. They focus on
bringing the streetscape to a consistent minimum level of
appearance and pedestrian orientation, primarily to encourage
pedestrian movement. In general, they are the least costly and
most needed types of efforts. These efforts include:

•
•
•
•
•
2.

Enhance the Pedestrian Environment - Related improvement
efforts promote an increase in pedestrian use by making the
streetscape a more attractive public place. They focus on
amenities that encourage people to come to the street to
patronize its businesses, take advantage of increases in transit
service, and invest in infill development. These efforts include:

•
•
•
•
•
Crosswalks on Telegraph are long and exposed to traffic.
Motorists often stop within crosswalk areas (below).
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Clean, repair, and/or patch damaged and uneven
sidewalks.
Paint “high-visibility” crosswalks at key locations and
repaint crosswalks bars where needed.
Install new, ADA-compliant sidewalk ramps at all
pedestrian crossings; align new ramps with crosswalks.
Mark and enhance unsignalized crossings with pedestrian
refuge islands and/or in-pavement signs.
Straighten, paint and/or replace damaged and rusted
parking meters.

Install pedestrian-oriented street lights; remove “cobrahead” highway lights.
Install street trees to provide a minimum consistent
appearance throughout the corridor; maintain clearance
from street lights as needed for sidewalk illumination.
Construct corner curb bulb-outs at high-use pedestrian
crossings, as feasible given bus stop and right turn lanes.
Construct special, expanded bulbouts that create space for
additional benches, café seating, and/or special amenities
in high-use pedestrian areas.
Install coordinated street furnishings – e.g., benches, trash
receptacles, newsracks, bike hoops, planters – in existing
and planned high-use areas.
Final Plan - July 2005
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•
•
•
•
•

Provide district gateways/landmark signs to highlight
entrances to neighborhoods and/or commercial areas.
Incorporate district-specific amenities that relate to local
history or culture - e.g., public art/artisan furnishings,
lighting, banners, landscape materials.
Relocate bus stops to the far side of intersections,
consistent with general AC Transit policies; construct bus
bulb-outs if appropriate per AC Transit policies.
Remove parking meters and install ticket kiosks to
eliminate sidewalk clutter and associated maintenance
issues.
Eliminate redundant red curb/no-parking areas at offset
intersections and inactive bus stops; add on-street parking
and/or bulb-outs at these locations as feasible.

Given budget constraints, recommended streetscape improvements
generally focus on Objectives 1 and 2. However, district character
and street function improvements associated with Objective 3 are
identified and may also be funded by future grants and/or local
financing initiatives.
A number of the improvement efforts identified under different
objectives overlap and could and should be implemented in a
single project; for example, high visibility crosswalk striping,
pedestrian refuge islands, and curb bulb-outs could all be installed
at a location where a red curb is eliminated.

There are a variety of frontage conditions along the street,
from storefront commercial (above) to blank walls (below).

•

Maintain a consistent maximum spacing for pedestrian
crossings to promote cross-street activity and minimize
jaywalking.

The Planning Process

3. Strengthen District Character and Improve Street Function Related improvement efforts add to the distinct identity of a
particular area, improve the storefront commercial environment,
and/or have a pedestrian benefit but primarily address another
issue. These efforts include:

•

A total of seven community outreach meetings were held between August 2004 and March 2005. These included three planning
area-wide community meetings, one meeting with Korea Town
property owners, one meeting with the Northgate Neighborhood
Crime Prevention Council, and two meetings with the Temescal
Merchants Association.

Differentiate lighting, street trees, and/or furnishings in
neighborhood commercial district areas from other areas in
the corridor.

Fianl Plan - July 2005
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Temescal Merchants Association - September 8, 2004 - The basic work
scope, objectives, and study area for the project were reviewed and
discussed. It was recommended that the project area boundary be
extended north from Claremont Avenue to the SR 24 overpass, which
was incorporated in the project work scope. Attendees voiced
concerns regarding the general difficulty crossing Telegraph Avenue,
and the tendency for pedestrians to patronize businesses on only
one side of the street. Of particular concern was the signal and
crosswalk at 50th Street; i.e., it was noted that motorists do not tend
to see the signal, posing a hazard for pedestrians.

Based on the community input received, analyses of streetscape
conditions and improvement recommendations were developed
by a consultant design team and reviewed by a Technical Advisory
Committee (TAC) consisting of City of Oakland and AC Transit
staff. Key TAC issues were pedestrian crosswalk locations, bulbout clearances relative to AC Transit Rapid Bus and BRT service
requirements, street tree and lighting placement, and construction
implications and cost assumptions.
The focus and content of the community outreach meetings are
summarized below. Comments recorded at the three communitywide meetings are compiled in Appendix B. Outreach for the
community–wide meetings was completed by City staff. Over
800 flyers were mailed for each community-wide meeting using
address lists provided by the offices of District 3 Councilperson
Nancy Nadel and District 1 Vice Mayor Jane Brunner. In addition,
information about the meetings were posted on email lists for
active community organizations and advertised in community
newsletters.

Community Meeting #1 - October 27, 2004 - Attendees were
welcomed by Councilperson Nancy Nadel and Vice Mayor Jane
Brunner. City staff and the design team then presented an overview
of project objectives and project area conditions, including subareas,

Northgate Neighborhood Crime Prevention Council – August 19,
2004 - The basic work scope, objectives, and study area for the
project were reviewed and discussed. The meeting attendees
recommended that the project focus on improvements that would
help reduce incidents of crime in the area such as pedestrian street
lights. In addition, attendees mentioned that additional trashcans
were needed near the fast food restaurants in this district.
Korea Town Property Owners Meeting – August 25, 2004 –This
meeting was held by the Korea Town property owners who are
contemplating forming a Business Improvement District in this
area. The basic work scope, objectives, and study area for the
project were reviewed and discussed. Key improvements desired
by the property owners included increased pedestrian street
lighting, additional trash cans, and upgrades to the existing bus
stops. A realignment of the bus stops at 24th Street and Telegraph
was also requested to prevent traffic back-ups at that intersection.

Workshop participants commented directly on the streetscape analysis
and improvement recommendation sheets
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Overview of this Document
This document contains four chapters:
I.

Introduction - provides a background, an overview of project
issues, context, basic project objectives, and the planning
process.

II. Existing Conditions - describes project area subdistricts,
vehicular traffic and pedestrian activity levels, and basic
physical street and sidewalk conditions.
III. Streetscape Improvement Concept - describes the general
distribution and intent of recommended improvements, and
provides conceptual designs for individual streetscape design
elements.
IV. Recommendations for Specific Locations - describes near term
and long term improvement recommendations for major cross
street intersections and for the Koreatown and Temescal
commercial districts.
Appendices - Contain layout plans for near term capital
improvements, concept-level cost estimates, and transcriptions of
comments from Community Meetings #1, #2, and #3.
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II. Existing Conditions
The Context map to the right
shows of the project area and the
Telegraph Avenue corridor ’s
major destinations, cross streets,
and subdistricts. The map
indicates basic walking distances
and the 1/4 mile “walking shed”
served by AC Transit’s Oakland/
Berkeley bus routes.
As the map also shows, the I-980/
SR 24 freeway creates a barrier to
pedestrian mobility along the
west side of the project area.
BART stations are located just
south of the project area at 19th
Street and just to the west
between West MacArthur
Boulevard and 40th Street.

Subareas
The project area encompasses
Context Map
five relatively distinct subareas.
These are Downtown Oakland,
Northgate/Koreatown, Pill Hill,
MacArthur Transit Village, and the Temescal District. Though street
and sidewalk widths are relatively constant, each subarea has
different frontage land use and development conditions. Subareas
are described below:

of sidewalk amenities, such as pedestrian-oriented lighting, street
trees, and furnishings, minimal markings for pedestrian crossings,
and the general lack of a Downtown district image.
Northgate/Koreatown - This are extends between two busy
crosstown arterials, Grand Avenue on the south and 27th Street on
the north. It is one of the corridor ’s two distinct storefront
commercial districts, the other being Temescal located north of 40th
Street. Though the area has a history of crime, low levels of building
maintenance, and general disinvestment, significant new
development and business has recently come to the area. New
development includes the Old Sears Lofts, a renovated architectural

Downtown Oakland - A small portion of Downtown is included in
the plan area, extending from 20th Street north to Grand Avenue;
South from 20th Street to Broadway, Telegraph is planned for a major
streetscape renovation in conjunction with development plans for
the Uptown Project, the Fox Theater renovation, and the Latham
Square redesign. Key issues in the Downtown subarea are the lack
Final Plan - July 2005
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landmark, and the new Telegraph Gateway apartment project.
Approximately 30 new businesses are reported to have opened in
Koreatown since 2003.

MacArthur Transit Village - The “Transit Village” area extends from
the I-580 overpass north to 40th Street. The focus of the area is the
planned MacArthur BART mixed-use development project with
housing and neighborhood serving retail, to be located above the
existing BART surface parking lot. This subarea also includes Beebee
Memorial Church, an important neighborhood focus, and a
California Highway Patrol substation. Due to the BART station,
pedestrian street crossings are the highest in the project area.

Pill Hill - This subarea extends from 27th Avenue north to the I-580
overpass. Telegraph Avenue is the westerly boundary of the area,
which includes the facilities of Summit Medical Center, Samuel
Merritt College, and a concentration of related medical office
buildings. A number of Telegraph Avenue businesses cater to nearby
medical professionals, including Neldam’s Bakery, Walgreens, and
the Courthouse Athletic Club. However, the health of the local
commercial environment is lower than could be expected given the
number of nearby health care workers and visitors.

Temescal District - The Temescal neighborhood commercial district
is the focus of a large residential area, extending from as far as
Broadway on the east to I-980/SR 24 on the west. To the south, the
area extends as far as I-580. To the north, however, pedestrian access
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(ADT) decreases from north to south through the Project Area, with

Average Daily Traffic / Pedestrian Crossings
the highest traffic levels, approximately 25,600 ADT, between 42nd
and 51st Streets in the Temescal District. A key concern voiced during
community meetings is that this traffic is a barrier to pedestrian
activity in the Temescal District, limiting the frequency of street
crossings and business patronage. Traffic levels decline significantly
south of West MacArthur Boulevard. The lowest traffic levels,
approximately 10,200 ADT, are found south of 19th Street.

to the area is limited by heavy traffic on both 51 st Street and
Claremont Avenue, and the associated intersections are perceived
as significant deterrents to pedestrian movement. Recent
development in the area includes the commercial center at the
northwest corner of Telegraph and 51st, the Temescal Plaza shopping
center, and the 25-unit Temescal Place condominium and retail project.

Traffic and Pedestrian Activity
Pedestrian street crossings are highlighted for key intersections; the
total of all intersection crossings during the busiest peak hour, am or
pm, is indicated. Crossings generally reflect BART-related commute
trips. For example, the highest number of crossings is at the 40th / 41st

The “Average Daily Traffic/Pedestrian Crossings” map illustrates
patterns of traffic and pedestrian activity in the Project Area (KimleyHorn and Associates Inc., 2003). In general, Average Daily Traffic
Final Plan - July 2005
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Street intersections adjacent to MacArthur BART, with 380 crossings
during the am peak hour. Second is 20th Street, adjacent to the 19th
Street BART Station, with 364 crossings during the pm peak hour. A
notably busy non-BART intersection is 45th Street, with Carter Middle
School, McDonald’s, and Jack-in-the-Box at three of the intersection’s
five corners; 254 crossing were counted during the am peak hour.

crossings that should be improved), street trees, and existing bus
stops and bus shelters. Also indicated are locations where sidewalks
are bordered by a surface parking lot, bracketing pedestrians
between vehicles and creating gaps in an otherwise consistent
building frontage.
Concrete sidewalks are continuous and typically 15 feet in width,
generous compared to typical city standards. Walks are in generally
good condition with limited areas that need repair. These include
the area between 28th Street and 34th Street, where there are scattered
sections of damaged concrete, and frontages between 40th and 45th
Streets, with asphalt paving at the back of the walk that expands the

Street and Sidewalk Conditions
The “Street and Sidewalk Conditions” map highlights pedestrianrelated conditions in the Project Area. These include signalized and
unsignalized crossings, important and/or problematic crossings (i.e.,

- 11 -
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Street and Sidewalk Conditions
The Temescal District is the only area that has consistent street trees.
Pedestrian crossings are generally concentrated in the Koreatown
and Temescal commercial districts. “Special conditions” include dark
and unattractive sidewalk areas beneath the I-580 overpass, and
“slip turn” lanes – i.e., free right turn lanes that encourage free-flowing
traffic across crosswalks – at the West MacArthur Boulevard and
Claremont Avenue intersections.

width from 10 feet to 15 feet. The “Existing Conditions & Issues”
sketch is a composite of sidewalk and street conditions that should
be improved.
Also indicated by the map are traditional cast iron City of Oakland
street light poles that exist north through the Project Area to 40th
Street. North of 40th Street current City standard steel poles are
installed. Highway-style “cobra-head”fixtures are mounted on both
pole types. Poles between 20th and 27th Streets have recently been
repainted. The City is planning to replace the cobra-head fixtures on
cast iron poles with traditional double-head Oakland “candelabra”
fixtures in 2006.
Final Plan - July 2005

Three bus routes serve Telegraph Avenue today. The 40L and 40 lines
extend through the entire corridor, from Downtown Oakland to UC
Berkeley and Downtown Berkeley. The 43 line branches from
Telegraph to Shattuck Avenue at 45th Street. As noted previously, AC
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Transit has planned both Rapid Bus and Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)
service for the corridor. Existing local bus stops are likely to shift
from present locations, and some local stops may be eliminated or
consolidated with Rapid Bus and/or future BRT facilities.

- 13 -
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Existing Handicapp Ramps not Title 24 Compliant

Although newsracks provide a barrier between pedestrians
and vehicles, current racks are mismatched and battered.

- 15 -
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Streetscape Improvement Concept
crosswalks should be improved, and intersections where new
crossings are recommended. New crosswalks are recommended to
maintain a maximum distance between crosswalks of approximately
two blocks or approximately 600 - 700 feet (1/8 mile).

III. Streetscape Improvement Concept
Boulevard and Neighborhood Commercial Areas
The “Streetscape Improvement Concept” plan illustrates the
recommended strategy for implementing pedestrian-oriented capital
improvements. Two categories of improvements are identified,
“Boulevard Area Improvements” for the majority of the corridor,
and “Neighborhood Commercial Area Improvements” for the
Koreatown and Temescal districts. Also noted are special intersection
design/improvement conditions, intersections where existing
Final Plan - June 2005

Recommended improvements for Boulevard and Neighborhood
Commercial District areas are described below. More detailed
descriptions of streetscape elements are provided in the following
section of this chapter. More detailed recommendations for
intersections are provided in Chapter IV, under “Pedestrian Crossing
Improvements.”
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Boulevard Area Improvements - These are the basic improvements
needed to raise the quality of the pedestrian environment to a
baseline level, generally similar to what exists in the Temescal District
today. As illustrated by the “Boulevard Area Improvements” sketch,
these include the elements listed below.

•

“High-visibility” or “zebra” painted crosswalks and Title
24-compliant ramps installed at intersections; existing single
ramps replaced with split ramps per current city standards.

•

Corner curb bulb-outs at key intersections as traffic, transit,
and funding conditions permit.

- 17 -

•

Pedestrian countdown signals added at all signalized
intersections.

•

Cracked sidewalks patched and/or repaved as necessary;
sidewalks should be cleaned on regular basis.

•

Double-head “candelabra” lamps replace “cobra-head” lamps
on traditional City of Oakland cast iron poles. Additional
infill street lights should be installed to illuminate street
corners as needed; e.g. where corners are mid-way between
existing street lights.

Final Plan - July 2005

Boulevard Area Improvements
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Neighborhood Commercial Area Improvements
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Source: Urban Advantage
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Consistent street trees greatly enhance
the sidewalk environment.

consistent plantings. Irrigation systems are not efficient for areas
where infill and/or smaller scale plantings are undertaken, and trees
in these areas will need to be hand- and/or truck-watered.
Pedestrian Refuge Islands - Pedestrian refuge islands are
recommended for crosswalks at major intersections where feasible
given existing landscape median and/or painted median conditions.
Refuge islands provide a safe waiting area for pedestrians, allowing
them to cross only half the street to wait for the next crossing signal
phase or gaps in traffic. Refuge islands are recommended for all
“shadow” left turn lane areas on Telegraph Avenue in the Koreatown
and Temescal commercial districts.

“High-visibility” or “zebra” paint striping increases
visibility of crosswalks.

Street Trees - Street trees are recommended to provide shade, buffer
pedestrians from the roadway, and create a more attractive and
inviting streetscape. A unified street tree planting is recommended
for the corridor. Consistent with recommendations above, trees
should be planted at intervals of 50' to 100' on center in
“Boulevard”areas and consistently at a maximum of 50' on center in
“Neighborhood Commercial” areas; infill trees are recommended
for the Temescal District where mature trees currently exist. Trees
should be planted at 36" box size to maximize aesthetic impact and
minimize the effects of vandalism. An irrigation system is
recommended for areas where funding allows for extensive and

Bollards and low-height planter landscaping are recommended to
increase the visibility and aesthetics of refuges. Given the uncertainty
regarding the timing of BRT service in the corridor, AC Transit staff
have supported installation of refuges on Telegraph Avenue with
the understanding that they would need to be removed if and when
BRT service is implemented.

- 21 -
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Street Furnishings - New benches, trash receptacles, and newsracks
are recommended for high pedestrian activity areas throughout the
corridor. These include bus stops and selected locations in
Neighborhood Commercial areas, particularly bulb-outs where new
furnishings could be concentrated. Bike hoops have been installed
by the City throughout the corridor, and additional bike hoops
should be installed adjacent to furnishings where appropriate.

Pedestrian refuge islands improve crosswalk visibility and
safety.

Sidewalk Planters/Pots - Planter pots are recommended in
Neighborhood Commercial areas to provide a buffer for pedestrians
and enhance the sidewalk environment. Plant materials would need
to be maintained by local merchants and/or property owners. Ideally,
planters should be of the same or similar design to provide a
consistent aesthetic for these areas.
Coordinated furnishings will reduce visual clutter and help
make sidewalks attractive public places.
Final Plan - June 2005
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New Street Lights - Standard steel poles and cobra-head lights should
be replaced with new luminaires north of 40th Street through the
Temescal District to the SR 24 overpass. “High-low” lights that have
a mast-arm light over the roadway and a lower, pedestrian-oriented
light over the sidewalk are recommended. Additional infill street
lights should be installed to illuminate street corner areas where
these areas are mid-way between existing street lights.

Renovated Historic Street Lights - Traditional cast-iron light poles
with cobra-head mast arm lights exist on Telegraph Avenue from
Broadway north to 40th Street. The cobra-head lights should be
replaced with double-head acorn candelabra lamps in the Koreatown
district. Standard steel poles and cobra-head lights should be replaced
with new luminaires in the Temescal district. Additional infill street
lights should be installed to illuminate street corner areas, where
these areas are mid-way between existing street lights.

Typical Bulb-Outs - Bulb-outs are recommended at selected street
corners to shorten crossing distances, improve visibility, and provide
additional sidewalk space for pedestrians and for furnishings. They

Candelabra fixtures (upper left) are recommended for historic cast iron poles.
High-low luminaires (right side) are recommended in the Temescal District.
Additional luminaires should be installed where needed at intersections.

Corner bulb-outs are used in high activity areas throughout
the City of Oakland

- 23 -
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are also a means to accommodate expanded, ADA-compatible ramps
and to prevent illegal parking. Bulb-outs are especially effective at
improving pedestrian safety and accommodation when combined
with refuge islands. In general, bulb-outs should be constructed in
existing no parking areas, and extend no more than 6 feet from existing
curblines to maintain space for bicycle maneuvering at street corners.
Corner curb radii should generally be 15 feet or larger, subject to
City review, and internal radii should be 7 feet to accommodate
street sweeping vehicles.
Special Bulb-Outs - Special “mini-plaza” bulb-outs with additional
space for benches, outdoor café seating, and/or other amenities
should be provided at high-activity locations within Neighborhood
Commercial areas. These bulbouts would extend beyond existing
no-parking areas, balancing the loss of a parking space with a
significant increase in sidewalk amenity. An ornamental screen wall
or fence should be installed along the perimeter of these special
bulb-outs to buffer patrons from adjacent traffic. Special paving,
public art, and/or other amenities should be considered consistent
with overall district improvement plans.

Bus bulb-outs may be considered as part of AC Transit
service improvements.

Bus Stop Bulb-Outs - These bulb-outs are recommended where
consistent with AC Transit plans for local, Rapid Bus, and/or BRT
service. Bus stop bulb-outs provide additional space for bus shelters
and increase pick-up and drop-off efficiency by obviating the need
for buses to pull over to the curb from a travel lane. In general, bus
bulb-outs should be located at the far corner of an intersection to
minimize conflicts with auto right turn movements.
Screen walls and fences make bulb-outs in Downtown Palo
Alto attractive public spaces.

Final Plan - June 2005
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Pedestrians should be buffered from adjacent traffic where
curbside parking is removed to accommodate BRT stations.

BRT Station Frontages - If BRT service is established in the corridor, it
is likely that curbside parking will need to be removed at station
areas and adjacent to left turn lanes at selected intersections. In these
areas moving traffic will be located directly adjacent to the curb
rather than buffered by curbside parking. Improvements that provide
a physical and psychological barrier between moving traffic and
pedestrians are recommended. As illustrated by the “Sidewalk Edge
at BRT Stations” sketch, these could include a row of bollards, a
screen wall/fence, and/or a linear landscaped planting area.

- 25 -
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Enhanced Pedestrian Crossings
IV. Recommendations for Specific Locations

curbside parking, etc. However, pedestrian refuges and bulb-outs at
street crossings are affected, and due to their safety and pedestrian
access benefits these are some of the most important improvements
recommended by the project .

This chapter applies the pedestrian streetscape objectives and design
concepts of Chapter III to specific locations. Initial design
recommendations are recommended for pedestrian crossings and
corner bulb-outs at major intersections and the Koreatown and
Temescal commercial districts.

In particular, AC Transit’s potential BRT project would limit bulbouts that extend into the Telegraph Avenue roadway to locations
not adjacent to BRT stations, and/or to intersections that do not
include a designated left turn lane. Pedestrian refuge islands installed
in the interim would need to be removed as noted previously. The
Pedestrian Streetscape Project focuses on improving pedestrian

Recommendations for street trees, street lights, furnishings and other
sidewalk-related improvements are generally unaffected by
proposals related to the roadway, such as transit service, bike lanes,
Final Plan - July 2005
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Pedestrian Crossing Improvements

conditions on Telegraph Avenue to the maximum extent feasible. It
therefore contains improvement recommendations for both “BRT”
and “No BRT” conditions. The “No BRT” recommendations are more
extensive because they are not constrained by BRT alignment and
station area requirements.

The Pedestrian Crossing Improvements map above and the
Pedestrian Crossing Improvements Matrix on the next page indicate
specific improvements that should be considered for specific
locations as the City moves forward with capital projects in coming
years. The map indicates recommended bulb-out types and
maximum “No BRT” scenario bulb-out locations. It also indicates
recommended locations for pedestrian refuge islands, special design
conditions at key cross streets, and existing bus stop and bus shelter
locations.

Given the evolving nature of BRT design and planning, specific BRTrelated streetscape improvements could change from those indicated
in the Pedestrian Streetscape Project. However, the types and
locations for recommended improvements are expected to be feasible
regardless of the specifics of a finalized BRT design.
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Pedestrian Crossing Improvements Matrix
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Special Intersection Improvements
A number of intersections in the project area have conditions that
require more than simple program recommendations to assess cost
and circulation implications of recommended improvements. These
intersections are described below and recommended improvements
are illustrated by sketch plans. The sketch plans show the maximum,
No BRT improvements. Improvements not feasible in the “BRT”
scenario are noted in the descriptions below.
22nd Street - As the sketch plan illustrates, 22nd Street is over 80' wide
at the Telegraph Avenue. This encourages higher speed turns than
appropriate for a local street and exposes pedestrians to an overly
long crossing. The southeast corner should be reconstructed to
maintain a consistent street width. Options for the new land area
created at the corner include a landscaped area/mini-park, sale to the
adjacent property owner, or vacation of the excess right-of-way.
Infill street trees and retrofitted candelabra street lights per current
city plans for the area are recommended. These improvements could
be feasible given either the current BRT or No BRT scenarios.

22nd Street

Grand Avenue - Grand Avenue is a major cross-street, linking
Downtown Oakland to West Oakland, I-80, and San Francisco. It is
also the southerly gateway to the Koreatown commercial district.
Pedestrian refuge islands are recommended for Grand Avenue on
both the east and west sides of the intersection. On the east side, the
narrow existing concrete median would need to be modified with a
protective nosing to create a refuge area. On the west, a new island
should be constructed within the bounds of the existing median
paint striping. This area could accommodate a substantial refuge.
"High-visibility" or "zebra" crosswalks and advance limit lines should
be painted at all intersection approaches. Bulb-outs are recommended
for the southwest, southeast, and northeast corners. Given adjacent
curbside parking, bus stop, and free right turn conditions, half bulbouts extending into Telegraph Avenue could be constructed at the
southwest and northeast corners and a half bulb-out extending into
Grand Avenue could be constructed at the southeast corner. Infill

Grand Avenue
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street trees and retrofitted candelabra street lights per current city
plans for the area are recommended. These improvements all could
be feasible given either the current BRT or No BRT scenarios.
27th Street - 27th Street links upper Lake Merritt and Auto Row to
Koreatown and West Oakland. Existing landscaped and painted
median areas offer opportunities to create substantial refuges on
27th Street. Landscaped medians should be widened on both sides of
the intersection to fill adjacent painted median areas, creating
substantial refuge areas.
"High-visibility" or "zebra" crosswalks and advance limit lines should
be painted at all intersection approaches. Bulb-outs are recommended
for the southwest, southeast, and northeast corners. Given adjacent
curbside parking, bus stop, and free right turn conditions, a full bulbout could be constructed at the southwest corner, a half bulb-out
extending into Telegraph Avenue could be constructed at the
northeast corners and a half bulb-out extending into 27th Street could
be constructed at the southeast corner. Street trees and retrofitted
candelabra street lights are recommended per current city plans for
the area. These improvements all could be feasible given either the
BRT or No BRT scenarios.

27th Street

I-580 Freeway Undercrossing - The undercrossing area was noted by
workshop participants as a significant deterrent to pedestrian
circulation along the corridor. Approximately 350 feet in length, the
area is dark, unattractive, unsupervised by adjacent development,
and a magnet for litter. Curbside parking areas are reportedly used
for “long term” and “sleep-in” vehicle parking. Recommended
improvements include pedestrian-oriented “acorn” street lights,
similar to those used on Broadway beneath I-880; aesthetic surfacing/
treatment of abutment walls up to a height of 10 feet; screen fencing
along the freeway embankment to reduce visibility of freewayrelated trash; and replacement of curbside parking areas with planter/
parkway strips. These improvements all could be feasible given
either the BRT or No BRT scenarios.
The I-580 Undercrossing crates a distinct boundary between
the “Pill Hill” and “Transit Village” subareas. It also
creates a dark and imposing streetscape.
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West MacArthur Boulevard - Free right “slip turn” lanes exist at the
northwest and southeast corners of the intersection. These
encourage higher speed right turns than a typical intersection
condition and add to the number of lanes pedestrians must cross.
These corners should be reconstructed to eliminate the slip lanes,
incorporating corner bulbouts as feasible. Similar to the
recommendations for 22nd Street, options for the new land area
created at the corners could include a landscaped area/mini-park,
sale to the adjacent property owner, or vacation of the excess rightof-way.
"High-visibility" or "zebra" crosswalks and advance limit lines should
be painted at all intersection approaches. Bulb-outs are recommended
for the southwest, southeast, and northeast corners, given adjacent
curbside parking, bus stop, and free right turn conditions. A half
bulb-out extending into Telegraph Avenue could be constructed at
the southwest corner, a half bulb-out extending into MacArthur
Boulevard could be constructed at the (new) southeast corner, and a
full bulb-out could be constructed at the northeast corner. Street
trees and retrofitted candelabra street lights should be installed,
consistent with recommendations for Boulevard areas. The full bulbout at the northeast corner would not be feasible with the BRT
scenario; all other improvements could be feasible given either the
current BRT or No BRT scenarios.

West MacArthur Boulevard

40th Street / 41st Streets - These two intersections are adjacent to
MacArthur BART and they combine to have the highest number of
pedestrian street crossings in the project area. At 40th Street, full bulbouts are recommended for the northwest and southeast corners, given
adjacent curbside parking, bus stop, free right turn, and side street
width conditions. The existing AC Transit local bus stop located at
the northwest corner should be shifted to the southwest corner to
minimize driveway conflicts with the adjacent commercial center
and to separate loitering associated with the commercial center from
the bus stop.
"High-visibility" or "zebra" crosswalks and advance limit lines should
be painted at all 40th Street intersection approaches and at the
southern side of the 41st Street intersection. At 41st Street, half bulbouts extending into Telegraph Avenue are recommended at the
Final Plan - July 2005
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southwest and southeast corners. Only crosswalk striping and the
bulbout recommended for the southwest corner of 41st Street and
would be feasible with the current BRT scenario.
45th/ Shattuck - This intersection is the southern gateway to the
Temescal commercial district. Carter Middle School and adjacent fast
food franchises at two corners generate the third highest level of
pedestrian crossings in the project area. The oblique alignment of
Shattuck Avenue and the intersection’s five legs complicate both
pedestrian and vehicular movement.
Two design alternatives were prepared for review by city staff and
workshop participants. Option (A) retains the basics of the existing
configuration, with one-way traffic southbound on Shattuck
between 45th and 46 th Streets and one-way traffic westbound
between Telegraph and Shattuck. "High-visibility" or "zebra"
crosswalks and advance limit lines should be painted at all
intersection approaches. The north side crosswalk at 45th Street
should be shifted north to create a two-leg crossing that shortens
the exposed crossing distance for pedestrians; refuge areas should
be constructed at the south of the existing median island and at the
south of the triangular “Kasper’s” site.

45th Street / Shattuck Avenue (A)

46th Street should be narrowed and the existing left turn lane on
Telegraph should be extended to create a tighter, slower turn into
46th. Given adjacent curbside parking, bus stops, and free right turn
conditions, half bulb-outs extending into Telegraph Avenue could
be constructed at the southeast corner of 45th and the northwest
corner of 46th; a full bulb-out could be constructed at the northeast
corner of 45th. Street trees and new high/low street lights should be
installed consistent with recommendations for the Temescal
commercial district.
Option (B) vacates the portion of Shattuck Avenue between 45th
and 46th and widens 46th Street to accommodate two-way street
traffic between Telegraph and Shattuck. This eliminates the need for
a pedestrian crossing at Shattuck and 45th and creates a larger triangle
site for a potential new commercial building and gateway plaza at
45th Street. The route for AC Transit line #43 would need to be shifted
from Shattuck Avenue to 46th Street. Crosswalk relocation in

45th Street / Shattuck Avenue (B)
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Telegraph Avenue, "high-visibility" or "zebra" stripes, and advance
limit lines should be painted at all intersection approaches, similar
to Option (A). Street trees and new high/low street lights should be
installed consistent with recommendations for the Temescal
commercial district.
Crosswalk striping and half bulb-outs at the northeast corner of 45th
Street and the northwest corner of 46th Street would be feasible with
the current BRT scenario; plans for vacating Shattuck Avenue per
option (B) would not be affected by BRT. Both options include
recommendations for a district gateway/landmark sign; in Option
(A) it is shown on the center median island, in Option (B) it is shown
in the plaza on the triangle site.
Note: Relocation of crosswalks and stop locations is likely to require
relocation of existing traffic signals. Additional traffic study would
be needed to determine the effects of these relocations on traffic
operations.

51st Street / Claremont Avenue

51st / Claremont - These intersections create the northern gateway to
the Temescal neighborhood commercial district. 51st Street has the
highest traffic level of any cross street in the corridor due to nearby
on and off-ramps for SR 24. Claremont Avenue is an oblique
intersection with a northbound right turn slip lane at the southeast
corner that increases crossing exposure for pedestrians.

The existing landscaped area at the southwest corner of 51st should
be renovated as a corner mini-plaza, with existing fencing removed
or reconfigured to provide a pedestrian-friendly space at what is
currently a constricted, high-traffic crossing. Street trees and new
high/low street lights should be installed consistent with
recommendations for the Temescal commercial district.

"High-visibility" or "zebra" crosswalks and advance limit lines should
be painted at all intersection approaches. Bulb-outs are recommended
for all corners of 51st Street and at the southwest corner of 52nd Street.
Given adjacent curbside parking, bus stop, and free right turn
conditions, full bulb-outs could be constructed at the northwest and
southeast corners of 51st. Half bulb-outs extending into Telegraph
Avenue could be constructed at the northeast and southwest corners
of 51st and at the southwest corner of 52nd. A pedestrian refuge should
be created at the median on 51st Street. Providing a minimum 6' width
for the refuge could require re-striping slightly narrower lanes on
the adjacent roadway. A turning template analysis would be required
to prove that vehicle movements will be accommodated
satisfactorily.

The southeast corner of Claremont Avenue should be reconstructed
to eliminate the slip lanes. Similar to recommendations for 22nd Street
and MacArthur Boulevard, options for the new land area created at
the corners could include a landscaped area/mini-plaza, sale to the
adjacent property owner, or vacation of the excess right-of-way. A
neighborhood gateway/landmark sign should be installed that
complements the gateway/landmark at 45th Street.
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Only crosswalk striping, a half bulb-out at the northeast corner of
51st, and a full bulb-out at the southeast corner of 51st would be
feasible with the BRT scenario. Elimination of the slip lane at
Claremont would not be affected by the BRT scenario.
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Koreatown District Streetscape Concept

Temescal District Improvement Streetscape Concept

The plan diagrams on the following pages show “BRT”and “No BRT”
improvements between Grand Avenue and 27th Street. The “BRT”
plan could be regarded as a near term improvement plan, with “No
BRT” improvements added over the long term if BRT service is not
established for the corridor as currently envisioned. "High-visibility"
or "zebra" crosswalks and bulbouts as feasible are recommended at
all district intersections, consistent with objectives for
Neighborhood Commercial areas. Pedestrian refuges are proposed
on the north side of the 24th Street and 25th Street intersections; these
would need to be removed if BRT service is established, as noted
previously. Recommendations for specific intersections are indicated
on the Pedestrian Crossings Improvements Matrix.

The plan diagrams on the following pages show “BRT” and “No
BRT” improvements between 45th Street and Claremont Avenue.
Similar to the plans for Koreatown, the “BRT” plan could be regarded
as a near term plan, with “No BRT” improvements added over the
long term if BRT service is not established for the corridor as currently
envisioned. "High-visibility" or "zebra" crosswalks and bulbouts as
feasible are recommended at all district intersections, consistent with
objectives for Neighborhood Commercial areas. Pedestrian refuge
islands are proposed south of east 48th Street, north of west 48th
Street, and north of 50th Street. An additional crosswalk is proposed
south of 50th Street. This new crosswalk should meet ADA standards.
Should a bulb-out be expanded to accommodate this crosswalk, a
crosswalk turning template analysis should be performed and prove
satisfactory. Additional crosswalks and refuges could be added south
of west 47th Street and south of west 49th Street if existing northbound
left turn lanes were eliminated at these locations; a traffic analysis
would be required to evaluate effects on traffic operations. Refuges
would need to be removed if BRT service is established, as noted
previously. Recommendations for specific intersections are indicated
on the Pedestrian Crossings Improvements Matrix.

Special, large bulb-outs with furnishings and other amenities could
be constructed at a number of locations in Koreatown. For the BRT
scenario, locations could be the northeast corner of 24th Street, the
southeast corner of 25th Street, and the mid-block crossing between
26th and 27th. For the No BRT scenario, possible special bulb-out
locations include these as well as any other location indicated by the
matrix. The No BRT diagram shows special bulb-outs generally
alternating from one side of the street to the other on a block to
block basis. Existing street lights to be renovated with candelabra
lights are indicated, averaging three to four per block. New street
trees are shown at a spacing of approximately 50' on center.

Special, large bulb-outs with furnishings and other amenities could
be constructed at a number of locations in Temescal. For the BRT
scenario, possible locations could be the northwest corner of 48th
Street, the mid-block crossing at 50th Street, the southeast corner of
51st Street, and the reconstructed southeast corner of Claremont. In
the No BRT scenario, possible special bulb-out locations include
these as well as any other bulb-out location indicated by the matrix.
The No BRT plan shows special bulb-outs generally alternating from
one side of the street to the other on a block to block basis. Existing
street lights to be replaced with high/low luminaires are indicated.
Infill street trees are shown to provide a consistent tree spacing of
approximately 50' on center.

Temescal District

Koreatown District
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Koreatown District Improvements w/ BRT

Koreatown District Improvements - No BRT
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Temescal District Improvements w/ BRT

Temescal District Improvements - No BRT
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City of Oakland, Telegraph Avenue Pedestrian Streetscape Project
Community Workshop - February 16, 2005
Project Improvement Priorities:
The table below summarizes an exercise, in which community
participants were presented a “menu” of project improvements. Each
member was given several sticker dots, to place on the improvement
drawings they felt were most important. As shown , the top priority
improvements are Street Trees and Special Bulb-outs.
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